
Guide to Better Breathing 
These breathing technique are used by first responders, spiritual leaders, high performance athletes and
performing artists to calm the breath and focus the mind. Focused breathing calms nerves and relieves
stress by helping to regulate the autonomic nervous system. Here are 9 exercises collected from
throughout the 3 sessions of the Digital Clarinet Academy that you can put into practice right away: 

Exercise 1: 4-In and 4-Out
Use a metronome (mm=84 approx.) Inhale for 4 beats with your right hand
held up against your lips, index finger touching the lips and pinky facing
away. Exhale into the left hand for 4 beats. “Sigh it out” after repeating 4-8
cycles. Inhale and exhale as completely as you possibly can without
straining. Always take a sigh and relax at the end of this exercise.

You can perform variations on this exercise by shortening the inhalation to:
4-in, 4-out, 3-in, 4-out, 2-in, 4-out, 1-in, 4-out - sigh. Be sure you are
inhaling as much air in 1 count as you do in 4. 

You can also do the inverse by shortening the exhalation: 
4-in, 4-out, 4-in, 3-out, 4-in, 2-out, 4-in, 1-out -  sigh. 

From: the Breathing Gym, Flow Studies
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Exercise 5: Flop Over
this helps the player understand where the air goes upon inhaling. Flop the
body over and hang down like a rag doll. Let the arms and head hang loose.
Take a deep breath filling the belly and chest. Feel the body rise with the
inhalation and fall with the exhalation. You can feel and see the body rise
and fall with each breath. This indicates a correct “low breath”.

Exercise 4: Bow & Arrow / Dart / Paper Airplane
Three great ways to visualize the breath for different musical applications
are with these breaths: 
a) "bow and arrow" - Take an imaginary bow and arrow and as you pull the
string back you inhale, and as you let the arrow go, you exhale. Great for
practicing fortissimo air
b) "toss the dart" - With the same concept, imagine you are tossing a dart
This is good as mf air practice. 
c) "float the paper airplane" - This would be pp air, you really shouldn't hear
the inhale or exhale. 

Exercise 3: 4-7-8 Breathing
This technique is a breathing pattern developed by Dr. Andrew Weil. It’s
based on an ancient yogic technique called pranayama, which helps
practitioners gain control over their breathing. --> Find a place to sit or lie
down comfortably. First, let your lips part. Make a whooshing sound,
exhaling completely through your mouth.Next, close your lips, inhaling silently
through your nose as you count to four in your head. Then, for seven
seconds, hold your breath. Make another whooshing exhale from your mouth
for eight seconds. When you inhale again, you initiate a new cycle of breath.
Practice this pattern for four full breaths.

Exercise 2: Box Breath
This technique is also known as “resetting your breath” or four-square
breathing. It is easy to do, quick to learn, and can be a highly effective
technique for people in stressful situations. Before starting, sit with your back
supported in a comfortable chair and their feet on the floor. 1. Close your
eyes. Breathe in through your nose while counting to four slowly. Feel the air
enter your lungs. 2. Hold your breath inside while counting slowly to four. Try
not to clamp your mouth or nose shut. Simply avoid inhaling or exhaling for 4
seconds. 3. Begin to slowly exhale for 4 seconds. 4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 at
least three times. Ideally, repeat the three steps for 4 minutes, or until calm
returns.
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Ideokinesis is a process of image to action, and when repeated often will
start to change how we carry our bodies. 

1. Sense the depth of your torso as your rib cage and internal organs hang off
your spine and cantilever out in front 

2. Sense how your ribcage is supported by your spine at two points; where
the ribs attach to the thoracic spine, and by the muscles supporting your
sternum from the skull and cervical spine at the front. 

3. Feel your rib cage gently expand upward with each in-breath, as your
abdomen is compressed and expands gently downward at the same time. 

4. Watch your breath flow downward along your spine, and imagine your are
inflating a balloon which sits in the middle of your pelvis. As you inhale, feel
that balloon expand in all directions filling the center of your pelvis. As you
exhale, feel the balloon empty its pressure into the axis at the center of your
pelvis. 

5. Soften the outer tips of your nostrils and feel your breath traveling through
the center of your along your septum. Use this focus on the center of your
nostrils and your breath to center your breath in your pelvis. 

6. Yawn deeply. Feel the space at the back of your hard palate open gently
upwards toward the center of your skull.

Exercise 8: Ideokinetic Breath Visualization

Exercise 7: Crocodile Breathing
This technique encourages breathing from the diaphragm. By lying on the
ground you will "feel" what it is to properly expand the belly through 360-
degrees. Lie on your stomach on the floor with your forehead on your hands.
Inhale and breathe "into" the floor. Be aware of your torso expanding
outward. You can use a tempo of 4-in, 4-hold, 4-out to be fully aware of the
feeling of expansion.  

Exercise 6: The Breath Builder
First cover one large hole and one small hole at the top of the breath builder.
Use the smaller diameter straw. Starting with an inhale, keep the motions of
inhalation and exhalation as long and drawn out as possible, keeping the ball
at the top of the device. Look in the mirror and observe the body’s motions to
keep the wind moving with minimal effort. Exaggerate inhalation and
exhalation to move as much volume as air possible through the breath builder.
End with an exhale, and move quickly back to the clarinet to employ newly
found breath power!
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Exercise 9: Transition Breathing
Transition breathing is great for when everything is tight and tense, like right
before a big event. This exercise, taken from the Lamaze technique that
women use while in active labor, helps to expel energy and reduce anxiety
quickly, as it has an intense physical component to the release of tension.
Most often, this is followed by other breathing techniques. 

Inhale deeply, then exhale, blowing your breath in 5-10 short bursts per 10
seconds. 
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